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Homicide Investigation Update 
  
York –On 01/06/19, Stefan Simmons, W/N-M-20 YOA from Felton, PA and his Juvenile brother 
left their residence on foot on Oriole Circle in Chanceford Township to be picked by 
acquaintances to go out for the evening.  Simmons and his brother were picked up and entered 
a vehicle that was being operated by a Juvenile female and occupied by Montrice GIBSON, 
(B/N-M-25) and another B/N-M-18.   
 
The vehicle traveled a short distance down the road and stopped in front of 18 Oriole Circle.  
Tysheem Santiago, a B/N-M-19 YOA male from York armed with a handgun, approached the 
vehicle on foot and demanded money from Simmons.   
 
Santiago removed Simmons from the vehicle and both got into a struggle to control the firearm.  
During the struggle, multiple shots were fired.  Simmons suffered a fatal gunshot wound to the 
chest.  Santiago returned to the vehicle and kicked out Simmons’ brother.  The vehicle fled the 
scene.    
 
During the investigation, the Troop J Major Case team determined that the robbery was a pre-
planned event. PSP have identified all occupants that were inside the vehicle and have located 
the vehicle.   
 
On 01/07/19, State Police arrested Montrice Gibson on charges of homicide and robbery.  He 
was arraigned and remanded to York County Prison. 
 
Currently, the State Police have an active arrest warrant for Tysheem Santiago.  PSP are 
actively seeking the whereabouts of Tysheem Santiago.  PSP is asking the media and public for 
assistance in locating Tysheem Santiago.  Santiago was last seen in York City and may have 
suffered from a gunshot wound. 
 
SANTIAGO is considered armed and should not be confronted, if located.   
 
The investigation is active and continues. 
 
Please contact PSP York at 717-428-1011 or 911 with any information regarding Santiago’s 
whereabouts or information pertaining to this homicide.     
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